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• Person in long term recovery 
• Nationally Certified Peer Recovery 

Support Specialist
• Certified Recovery Coach – Supervisor
• Certified NIDA Addiction Policy Forum 

Trainer
• CRAFT Trained Interventionist
• Founder of PEER Wellness Center and 

CEO of Recovery United, Inc.
About Your Presenter

Monica Forbes, 
NCPRSS/CRC-Supervisor/MA
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Learning Objectives
Balancing Roles & Boundaries in Peer Support Relationships

• Exploring complex boundary and dual relationships in 
peer support relationships

• Applicable Peer Support ethics considerations and 
standards

• Practical strategies for peer support relationships 
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Exploring complex boundary 
and dual relationships in peer 

support relationships
What is our role?  What are our boundaries?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Peer Support and Recovery Coach work has gained momentum in the United States and is now viewed as an important treatment component of interventions designed to help people along the path to substance use and mental health recovery. As the unique contribution offered by individuals with lived experience is increasingly recognized, considerable and varied employment opportunities have opened up. Positions are now available in numerous settings, including hospitals, outpatient clinics, and criminal justice organizations. Here in Massachusetts we have two workforces with lived experience employed in behavioral health. These include Peer Support Specialists out of the mental health field and Recovery Coaches out of the addictions field. With regard to co-occurring disorders, either of these may be selected by a given agency. It is important to note that other states might not have these distinctions, and might even call people with lived experience in the workforce by other titles. While it is essential that Peer Support Specialists and Recovery Coaches maintain the principle of being “in but not of the system,” they are also increasingly faced with the reality that they do not function in a vacuum, spending much of their work life collaborating with other health service providers, outside social service personnel, and representatives of the courts. 
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What is Peer Support?
Peer support involves rich and complex relationships that are like but also very unlike conventional “therapeutic” 
relationships.  They rely on the mutuality and reciprocity of equals who share similar but not identical experiences.

Role of Peer Support Worker: 
• Peer support is an intentional relationship between 

people who can understand and deeply appreciate 
how they are “like” each other.

• Peer relationships support transformation and 
growth for people with shared life experience.

• Peer support is an important component of one’s 
recovery; it demonstrates hope, optimism &self-
responsibility in a relationship between

• Peer support provides opportunities for people to 
“give back” & support others in what Shery Mead 
calls: mutual empowerment. 

• Peer Support is an integral part of supporting 
recovery!
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
�12 Boundaries in Peer Support�SELF DISCLOSURE & SOLIDARITYPeer support involves rich and complex relationships that are like but also very unlike conventional “therapeutic” relationships.They rely on the mutuality and reciprocity of equals who share similar but not identical experiences.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Peers “magic” is in the fact that “we are one of us”.  There is less power differential, ability to relate and connect in ways that clinicians can not….  The Role of SolidaritySolidarity is an awareness of shared interests, objectives, standards, and sympathies creating a psychological sense of unity of groups or classes.Connection Rapport, interest, fondness, kindness - alikeness… Are you married? Do you have kids? Have you ever….?�11 Self disclosure Supports Solidarity Risks shifting focus from the client to the coach Can elicit caring form the client to thecoach(role reversal)Can undermine confidence….It is unavoidable: pictures in offices, clothing/ presentation, gender, responses that betray experience.It can be differentiated as an intervention (Olarte, 2003)But what are the challenges in “being one of us” AND “being in but not ‘of’ the system”??�
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Exercise:

Share a situation where your self-disclosure to a client helped build 
“solidarity” and the peer-to-peer relationship

Share a situation where your self-disclosure to a client did not help 
the client/was not in the client’s best interest

How would effective boundaries have helped prepare for this?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Working as Peer Support Specialists or Recovery Coaches, we must be aware of boundaries even before we meet with the client, and then in every interaction that follows. It should be something that we are always thinking of, as we need remain mindful that we are working with a population in early recovery 
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What are boundaries?
And why are they important in relationships?

Definition of “boundaries”: 

bound-a-ry
Noun

Plural noun:  boundaries

• A line that marks the limits of an area, a 
dividing line. 

Source:  Oxford Dictionary 

Boundaries in support relationships are 
the conditions that “limit” and/or prohibit 
behaviors to ensure safety, comfort, 
privacy and reliability.
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“Boundaries” in professional 
relationships: 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Boundaries are the framework within which the coach/client relationship occurs. Boundaries make the relationship professional…Except for behaviours of a sexual nature or obvious conflict of interest activity, boundary considerations often are not clear-cut matters of right and wrong. Rather, they are dependent upon many factors and require careful thinking through of all the issues, always keeping in mind the best interests of the client. In standards defined by the College of Occupational Therapists: …The client/professional relationship is…unequal…[OT’s] are responsible for anticipating…as well as setting and managing boundaries relating to personal dignity, privacy, control and professional detachment, to ensure that the trust…is not betrayed...maintaining boundaries…is a continuous process...boundary violations do not always occur at a single point in time… A boundary violation is an overt change in the nature of the client/professional relationship from…professional…personal… By comparison, a boundary crossing may be a subtle event in which the professional either initiates or allows the client conduct in which there may be a temporary excursion across appropriate professional lines…�7 Common Elements Recognizing the power differentials�Identifying the person in power as responsible Best interests and safety of the client Not a shift from professional to personal  Language defining Boundary activities – set, established, crossed, transgressed, violatedSelf-regulatory, with consultation/supervision�8 Underlying Components of Boundaries�LIMITS/TENSIONS –dual relationships,casual contact; compliments/gifts,home visits, touch, self disclosure…PROHIBITIONS – sexual intimacy,financial exploitation, injury/harmEXCEPTIONS – confidentiality…Navigating: self awareness/reflection; critical & consequential thinking; and ethical decision-making�9 According to Speight (2012), boundaries are intended to protect�clients from the slipperyslope that leads to harm...such as sexualizing ,financial exploitation, exposing health information.An Exploration of Boundaries and Solidarity in Counseling Relationships: The Counseling Psychologist 40(1)�
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Why peer support roles and 
boundaries can be “muddy”
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“The conditions that provide a framework for 
peer support relationships are varied and 
flexible based on articulated wishes and 
preferences of the people in the relationship. 
With the exception of a prohibition against 
exploitation and behaviors that harm others, 
including sexual intimacy, the conditions that 
guide interaction are not reducible to simple 
rules of engagement or conduct.”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
That is what makes boundaries “muddy”.  We are in the system but not of the system.First, how do peer supporters define a boundary between peers?�Boundaries are a framework that provide interpersonal safety & therefore support trust.They cannot be a barrier to the relationship.Respect and trust are essential when soliciting, receiving and keeping confidential the info between the peers.�Boundaries are mutually set;�flexible to the greatest extentpossible.”“Agreed upon (negotiated) space between what I need to preserve my wellness and what the other needs to preserve their wellness. Ideally at various times one or both of us will venture far enough into discomfort to learn and grow, but not so irretrievably far that we can't together move back to safety and wellness…Boundaries are context-specific and also shift based on deepening relationships, trust and resilience of both of us at any given moment of time…”“A growing relationship includes reciprocal sharing�“A growing relationship includes reciprocal sharing. Acknowledging my experiences, “you’ve been through a lot”, “that must have taken a lot of courage”, I admire your strength through....”, “I have a lot of respect for you”. Appropriate eye contact, not interrupting, “that reminds me of an experience that I had. Honour, respect, not asking for details of my life that aren’t relative to what I am sharing.” consequential thinking, & ethical decision-making�Self awareness,critical reflection,consequential thinking,& ethical decision-makingEducation (such as WRAP, LMPSE, PREFER)Proactive consideration of consequences – limits, prohibitions and exclusionsRole of solidarity/self-disclosure – triggeringComfort to talk freely with peers, as peersPeer support for peer supportersOrganizational guidelines for embedded Peer Supporters�
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Applicable Peer Support 
ethics considerations and 

standards
L
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
service delivery, developing and maintaining boundaries in the work we do with participants is crucial to overall success. The Peer Support and Recovery Coach field must follow an ethical code like any other profession There are many areas in our work where boundaries must be considered. The boundary considerations in this toolkit were identified by our team as most pressing and include; working with families, using social media, collaborating with probation, supporting challenging participants and those with trauma histories, and addressing allegations of Peer sexual misconduct and substance use relapse. Some areas involving boundaries are cut and dry, while others fall into the gray zone. When you are faced with boundary issues, especially those that are in a gray area, we hope that you will discuss boundary issues with your supervisors, colleagues Boundary violations can harm participants and also lead to serious consequences for you, such as adverse employment actions (suspension or termination) or even criminal consequences depending on the circumstances. Therefore, being knowledgeable about boundaries is essentia 
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What do our Peer Support Ethical Guidelines say about boundaries?
NAADAC Code of Ethics for Peer Support Specialists

As a Peer Support Specialist, I will: 
• 17. Clearly explain my role and responsibilities to 

those serve.

• 18. Terminate the relationship with a person(s) served 
when services appear no longer of benefit and to 
respect the rights of the person served to terminate 
services at his/her request.

• 19. Request a change in my role as a NCPRSS with a 
person being served if the person served requests a 
change.

• 20. Not engage in sexual activities or personal 
relationships with persons served in my role as a 
NCPRSS, or members of the immediate family of 
person(s) served.

• 21. Set clear, appropriate, and culturally sensitive 
boundaries with all persons served.

• 22. If at any point I feel I am unable to meet any of 
these requirements, I will immediately cease 
performance as a Peer Recovery Support Specialist 
and seek professional assistance.

12

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Source:  https://www.naadac.org/ncprss-code-of-ethics
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What do our Peer Support Ethical Guidelines say about boundaries?
Idaho Recovery Coach Code of Ethics & Professional Conduct

As a Peer Support Specialist, I will: 
• 8.  Certified Peer Support Specialists never engage in 

sexual/intimate activities with colleagues or those 
they serve. 

• 9. Certified Peer Support Specialists do not accept 
gifts of significant value from those they serve. 

• 10. Certified Peer Support Specialists do not enter into 
dual relationships or commitments that conflict with 
the interests of those they serve.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Source: https://www.ibadcc.org/post/idaho-recovery-coach-code-of-ethics-professional-conduct#:~:text=Recovery%20Coaches%20will%20maintain%20high,for%20the%20people%20they%20serve.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Source:  https://www.naadac.org/ncprss-code-of-ethics
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The Grey Area

What do I do in situations not obviously addressed in my 
agency’s Policies & Procedures or my professional Code 

of Ethics?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What are my personal boundaries?  (hugging, giving out personal cell #, taking calls outside of work hours, socializing with my clients, etc.)What are my client’s personal boundaries?  What responsibility do I have to set a good example?  Role model recovery and boundaries?Are my boundaries the same with every client?  Why or why not?
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Exercise
What are some examples of “dual 
relationships” or unethical boundaries ?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Obvious ones… but how about:Your pastor asks you to help their son/daughter?Client asks you to watch their baby so they can keep a PO appointment?_______
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Remember:  We are setting an example of healthy social behaviors.  Some individuals early in recovery are figuring out what that is and how it works.
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Practical strategies for peer 
support relationships 

Bringing it all home
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So how do I develop and maintain appropriate boundaries in the client/coach relationship?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Foundations of a Healthy Relationship:TrustAccountabilitySafetyHonestySupportCooperation
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Clearly established agreements on what is and what isn’t acceptableCommunicate your boundariesStick to your boundaries.  Assertive vs aggressive  (clear firm consistent) kind and respectful 
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Creating the Partnership
Foundation and Expectations of both you and your client.
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KNOW YOURSELF/ 
PRACTICE SELF CARE

CREATE A 
SUPPORTIVE AND 

RESPECTFUL 
RELATIONSHIP

CONSULT 
SUPERVISOR/AGENCY 

FOR ASSISTANCE 
WHEN NEEDED

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Boundaries are verbally and nonverbally established at the beginning.  They may change over time, but once permission has been given for a particular situation, it can be very hard to “reel back in”. Be clear on your boundaries and ask your client to share their boundaries with you.  Role model respect of your client’s boundaries. 
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Thank You
Monica Forbes
+1208 271 8854

monica.forbes@recoveryunitedinc.org

Recovery United, Inc.
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